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Hospital Checklist 

A trip to the emergency room is stressful for you and potentially frightening and disorienting for Mom or Dad. Having a 

checklist of everything you need to bring for an ER trip will reduce some of the stress and will prevent anything from 

falling through the cracks. Keep a copy of this list handy so if you ever do have to make that trip, you will have a quick 

reference.  Better yet, assemble what you can ahead of time and keep all the information in an easily accessible folder 

so you just have to pick it up on your way out the door. 

• What Should I Bring? 
o Medication information. Have a list of all the prescription and over-the-counter vitamins or pain relievers 

medications Mom or Dad takes. Include the medication name, dosage and times taken. You can ask for a 

copy of the most up-to-date list each time Mom goes to the doctor.  

o Health information. Have a document listing all diagnoses Mom has received of any medical conditions 

including everything from high blood pressure or arthritis to food, medication or latex allergies. Include 

past health problems and any relevant family history. Note any medication or food allergies in BOLD. 

o Doctor’s names and contact numbers. If your parent is being treated by several doctors, list the name, 

address and phone number of each and what the doctor is treating your parent for. 

o Insurance information and personal identification. You will need all of your loved one’s insurance 

information, so bring the originals, but also keep a photocopy of their insurance cards. It is helpful to 

know the specifics of their insurance plan. Take a copy of an identification that has a picture of Mom as 

well, and make sure you have her Social Security number with you. 

o Legal documents. Bring copies of any health-related legal documents like a health care proxy, a living will 

or a Do Not Resuscitate order as they can impact the care your loved one receives.   

o Health essentials. Glasses, hearing aids or any other items your loved one needs to function and 

communicate effectively should be packed.  

o Your cell phone. Don’t forget your phone, charger and a list of contact numbers so you can update family 

members, friends, and/or additional caregivers. Bring a pen and pad of paper. 

o Non-essential comforts. Anyone in crisis welcomes a few comforts, so it is a good idea to just store these 

items in a ready-to-grab bag as they are handy for even a regular doctor’s appointment. While you are 

packing up things, don’t forget to include your own items as well. Favorite snacks, a soft blanket, an easy-

to-remove cardigan sweater or zip-up sweatshirt, a book or a small pillow offer comfort to both you and 

your loved one amid the chaos of the ER.  

o Special consideration for those with dementia. Comforting and familiar items are especially important 

for anyone with dementia or Alzheimer’s disease. Take special care to bring something that will help ease 

their distress whether it is a favorite sweater or a beloved photo.  

 

Most of this information can be assembled into a file ahead of time and kept in a safe place to be ready for an 

emergency. Even if you think you will remember all the relevant information, you might be distracted or upset 

and unable to relay the information as quickly as you could if you had all the information at your fingertips. 

Putting together this emergency room packet will bring you peace of mind and will ensure your parent receives 

the safest and most accurate treatment. 


